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Требования к научной статье:

 Написана исследователем / исследовательской группой 
из англоязычного учреждения, в идеале - носителем 
английского языка.

 Достаточно короткая (не более 15 страниц формата А4, 
включая графики и таблицы).

 Написана о том в чем Вы разбираетесь.

 Имеет четко определенные разделы 
«Введение/Introduction», 
«Методология/Methodology», 
«Результаты/Results» и 
«Заключение/Conclusion». 

PS Названия разделов могут отличаться в разных журналах; например,
«Методология» может называться «Procedure», «Materials and Methods»,
«Experimental» или какой-либо другой вариант.

*Glasman-Deal, Hilary. Science research writing for non-native
speakers of English . 2009. 2



Правильная терминология

 Ищем 3-4 статьи по теме исследования. Авторы статьи –

носители языка.

 Антиплагиат!!!
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phase transitions and critical 

phenomena

disorder system

thin film

percolation threshold 

critical exponents

critical slow-down 

order parameter 

temperature dependence 

time dependence

spin concentration

cluster algorithm 



Introduction

Приступаем к  Introduction после 

написания всей статьи.

 Описание проблемы в целом;

 Актуальность;

 Примеры исследований 

других ученых;

 Краткое описание Ваших 

методов исследования;

 Предполагаемые результаты.
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Introduction: Tense pairs

Present Simple or Present Continuous

Present Simple

The largest cluster has a fractal dimension at the critical

concentration p = pc.

Critical slowdown of the relaxation process is anomalous

property of system in second order phase transitions.

(a) I live in Beijing. Present Simple

(b) I’m living in Beijing. Present Continuous
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Introduction: Tense pairs

Past Simple or Present Perfect

In recent years, the study of various disordered models near

the threshold of impurity percolation has become an actual

and interesting problem [6,7,8]. We investigated the critical

properties of the Ising model near the percolation threshold

in this paper.

(a) Past Simple: 

I broke my glasses… but it doesn’t matter/I repaired 

them.

(b) Present Perfect:

I have broken my glasses… and so I can’t see properly 

NOW
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Introduction: Signaling language

Способы связи:

1. Overlap.

When the spin concentration is equal to critical p=pc then we

cannot considered the concentration of defects as a small quantity

in the theoretical description of the behavior of systems. This

makes their theoretical description so hard or even impossible.

2. Pronoun (Pro-form).

Invaded cluster algorithm is much more effective than all

previous methods near the impurity percolation threshold. It was

proposed in [7]. The main aim of this algorithm is to make less

the effective autocorrelation time and, therefore, to make better

the statistical sampling of generated configurations.
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Introduction: Signaling language

Способы связи:

3. Semicolon or a relative clause.

Invaded cluster algorithm is much more effective than all

previous methods near the impurity percolation threshold. It was

proposed in [7].

Invaded cluster algorithm is much more effective than all

previous methods near the impurity percolation threshold, which

was proposed in [7].

PS второе предложение очень короткое.
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Introduction: Signaling language

Способы связи:

4. Сonnector.

Причина: due to (the fact that) as

on account of (the fact that) because

in view of (the fact that) since

Результат: Therefore as a result (of which)

consequently which is why

hence so (!)

Computer simulation is an independent tool for investigating the

abnormal behavior of a second-order phase transition [4,5].

As evidenced by the progress in the development of various methods

of computer simulation. Therefore, one of the important tasks is the

development of computer simulation methods that depend weakly

on the effects of critical slowdown.
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Introduction: Signaling language

Способы связи:

4. Сonnector.

Отличие: however on the other hand

whereas while

but by contrast

This method allows us to calculate values dynamic critical 

exponents. However, it can be used to calculate static critical 

exponents.
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Introduction: Signaling language

Способы связи:

4. Сonnector.

Неожиданность:

(a) _______ it was difficult, a solution was eventually found. 

(b) _______ the difficulty, a solution was eventually found. 

(c) It was difficult; ________ a solution was eventually found. 

(a) Although (b) Despite (c) nevertheless 

(a) Even though (b) In spite of (c) however 

(a) Though (b) Regardless of (c) yet 

(b) Notwithstanding (c) nonetheless

(c) even so
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Introduction: Signaling language

Способы связи:

4. Сonnector.

Добавление:

We used a batch processing system because it was more effective; 

___________ it was faster.

in addition also moreover 

secondly (etc.) furthermore in the second place (etc.)

apart from that/which what is more

It is known that the asymptotic critical mode becomes difficult to 

achieve when introducing quenched disorder as non-magnetic 

impurities into a pure system. Moreover, here is observed a bad 

averaging of 𝑅𝑥 → 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡 ≠ 0.
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Introduction: Passive or Active

Active используется для представления результатов, 

полученных Вами или Вашей научной группой:

We investigated the critical properties of the Ising model near the 

percolation threshold in this paper.

Для описания результатов полученных другими учеными 

используем Passive:

It is known/thought that …
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I

Here

In this study/article/paper

This article

The present paper



Introduction: Paragraphing

Как 

быстро 

читать статьи?
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О
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и

:

1. Кластеры из коротких абзацев или абзац из одного 

предложения.

2. Слишком длинные абзацы.



Структура Introduction
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Структура Introduction
I. ESTABLISHING SIGNIFICANCE 
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Структура Introduction
I. ESTABLISHING SIGNIFICANCE 
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Структура Introduction
II. PRESENT PREVIOUS AND/OR CURRENT RESEARCH
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Структура Introduction
II. PRESENT PREVIOUS AND/OR CURRENT RESEARCH
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Структура Introduction
III. GAP/QUESTION/PROBLEM/CRITICISM
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Структура Introduction
III. GAP/QUESTION/PROBLEM/CRITICISM
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Структура Introduction
III. GAP/QUESTION/PROBLEM/CRITICISM
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Структура Introduction
IV. THE PRESENT WORK
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Methodology

Methodology должна содержать достаточно подробностей,

чтобы читатели могли повторить проделанную работу и

получить аналогичные результаты.
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Methodology:

Passives and tense pairs
The dog bit the policeman. active 
The policeman was bitten by the dog. passive

by me We/I collected the samples. active 
by us The samples were collected. passive

Present Simple Passive or Past Simple Passive

In this work, computer simulation was began from a completely 
ordered initial state. The system was simulated at or near critical 
temperature by me/us. We measured a cumulant U4 in equilibrium in 
order to check up the value of critical temperature. It is defined as 

𝑈4 =
1

2
3 −

𝑚(4)

𝑚(2) 2

The cumulant U4(L,T) is characterized a scaling form 𝑈4 𝐿, 𝑇 =

𝑢 𝐿1/ν 𝑇 − 𝑇𝑐 .
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Methodology: “a” или “the”
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 SINGULAR COUNTABLE NOUNS NEED A DETERMINER

Determiner: a, the, my, this, one, some

? 1) Какие существительные счетные?

2) Что именно выбрать “a” или “the”?

absence access analysis advice age
behaviour duty capacity childhood calculation 
concern death design environment earth
education electricity energy evidence equipment 
existence experience failure freedom growth 
independence heat help insurance ice 
knowledge information machinery intelligence light 
nature paper organisation physics power 
progress research protection policy time

Не имеют множественного числа!

Пример: There have been three deaths this year from pneumonia. 

Our childhoods were very different; I grew up in France and she grew up in 
China.



Methodology: “a” или “the”
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 USE THE IF OR WHEN YOU AND YOUR READER BOTH KNOW 
WHICH THING/PERSON YOU MEAN.

I arrived at Heathrow Airport but the check-in was closed. 

I bought a new computer but the keyboard was faulty.

 USE THE IF THERE IS ONLY ONE POSSIBLE REFERENT

We removed the softest layer of membrane. 
Cairo is the capital of Egypt. 
The opening was located in the center of each mesh. 
Government policy is committed to protecting the environment.

 USE A IF IT DOESN’T MATTER or YOU DON’T KNOW or YOUR 
READER DOESN’T KNOW WHICH THING/ PERSON YOU ARE 

REFERRING TO.

Если общеизвестный факт:

The electroencephalograph is a machine for measuring brain waves.

An electroencephalograph is a machine for measuring brain waves.

Electroencephalographs are machines for measuring brain waves.



Структура Methodology
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1 PROVIDE A GENERAL INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW OF 

THE MATERIALS/METHODS

RESTATE THE PURPOSE OF THE WORK

GIVE THE SOURCE OF MATERIALS/EQUIPMENT USED

SUPPLY ESSENTIAL BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

2 PROVIDE SPECIFIC AND PRECISE DETAILS ABOUT 

MATERIALS AND METHODS (i.e. quantities, temperatures, 

duration, sequence, conditions, locations, sizes) 

JUSTIFY CHOICES MADE 

INDICATE THAT APPROPRIATE CARE WAS TAKEN 

3 RELATE MATERIALS/METHODS TO OTHER STUDIES 

4 INDICATE WHERE PROBLEMS OCCURRED



Структура Methodology
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1. PROVIDE A GENERAL INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW OF 

THE MATERIALS/METHODS and GIVE THE SOURCE OF 

MATERIALS/ EQUIPMENT USED *

* слайд 18-19



Структура Methodology
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2. SUPPLY 

ESSENTIAL 

BACKGROUND 

INFORMATION 



Структура Methodology
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3. PROVIDE 

SPECIFIC AND 

PRECISE 

DETAILS 

ABOUT 

MATERIALS AND 

METHODS *

* Слайд 16-23 



Структура Methodology
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4. JUSTIFY CHOICES MADE



Структура Methodology
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4. JUSTIFY CHOICES MADE



Структура Methodology
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4. JUSTIFY CHOICES MADE



Структура Methodology
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5. INDICATE THAT APPROPRIATE CARE WAS TAKEN 



Структура Methodology
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6. RELATE MATERIALS/METHODS TO OTHER STUDIES 

 exactly the same

according to as described by/in* as explained by/in 

as in as proposed by/in as reported by/in 

as reported previously as suggested by/in can be found in 

details are given in given by/in identical to

in accordance with the same as that of/in using the method of/in

 similar

a (modified) version  of 

adapted from 

based in part/partly on

based on 

essentially identical

in line with 

in principle 

in essence 

more or less identical

slightly modified

(very) similar 

almost the same 

essentially the same 

largely the same 

practically the same

virtually the same 

with some adjustments 

with some alterations 

with some changes 

with some modifications

(to) adapt

(to) adjust 

(to) alter 

(to) change 

(to) modify 

(to) refine 

(to) revise 

(to) vary



Структура Methodology
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6. RELATE MATERIALS/METHODS TO OTHER STUDIES 

 significantly different 

a novel step was…

adapted from* 

based on* 

in line with

loosely based on

partially based on

partly based on*

although in many ways similar 

although in some ways similar

although in essence similar

with the following 

modifications/changes:

(to) adapt*

(to) adjust *

(to) alter *

(to) change* 

(to) modify *

(to) refine *

(to) revise *

(to) vary*



Структура Methodology
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7. INDICATE WHERE PROBLEMS OCCURRED

minimise problem 

did not align precisely

only approximate

it is recognised that

less than ideal 

not perfect 

not identical 

slightly problematic

rather time-consuming 

minor deficit 

slightly disappointing

negligible 

unimportant 

immaterial 

a preliminary attempt

not significant

minimise

responsibility

limited by 

inevitably

necessarily 

impractical 

as far as possible 

(it was) hard to 

(it was) difficult to

unavoidable 

impossible 

not possible 

maximise good aspects

acceptable 

fairly well

quite good

reasonably robust

however*

nevertheless*

talk about a solution

future work should… 

future work will…*

currently in progress

currently underway



Results
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Results do not speak

for themselves!!

1. before the beginning

beforehand 

earlier 

formerly 

in advance

originally 

previously 

prior to

2. at the beginning/first step

at first 

at the beginning 

at the start 

firstly

in the beginning 

initially 

to begin with 

to start with

3. steps/order

After, afterwards, earlier, next, 

once

Previously, prior to, secondly 

etc, subsequently, then

4. after a short while

before long, shortly after soon



Results
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5. at a late/later stage; after a while/longer period

Eventually, in time, later Later on, subsequently, 

towards the end

6. one point/period occurring almost or exactly at the same 

time as another

As

as soon as

at that point

at the same time

immediately

in the meantime 

just then

Meanwhile

simultaneously 

straight away 

upon + -ing

when 

while

7. at the end/last step

at the end, eventually Finally, lastly

8. after the end

Afterwards, eventually in the end, later, later on



Results: Frequency
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1 each/every time 

without exception 

on each/every occasion

always 

invariably

5 more often than not 9 rarely 

seldom 

infrequently

2 habitually

as a rule 

generally 

normally 

usually

6 as often as not 

(neutral frequency)

10 hardly ever 

barely ever 

almost never 

scarcely ever

3 regularly 

repeatedly

7 sometimes 

on some occasions 

at times

11 on no 

occasion 

not once 

at no time 

never
4 frequently

often 

commonly

8 occasionally 

now and then 

from time to time



Results: Quantity
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The language

is strong!
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1. words or phrases which increase the size/quantity:

a great deal (of) 

a number (of) 

as many as (45) 

appreciable

at least 

considerable 

greater (than) 

marked 

more (than)

most 

numerous 

over (half/25%) 

plenty 

much 

substantial 

significant 

upwards of

2. words or phrases which reduce the size/quantity:

a few 

a little 

as few as 45

barely 

below 

few 

fewer (than) 

hardly 

infinitesimal

little 

less 

marginal 

negligible 

only 

slight 

small 

under
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3. words or phrases which emphasise how 

big/small/high/low the size/quantity is:

appreciably 

by far 

considerably 

easily (over/under) 

even (higher/lower)

exceptionally (high/low)

extremely (high/low) 

far (above/below) 

particularly so (high/low)

substantially well (under/over)

4. words or phrases which communicate that the 

size/quantity is similar/close to another:

approximately 

close (to) 

few

few (i.e. close to none) just 

(over/under)

little (i.e. close to none) 

nearly 

practically

slightly 

virtually

5. words or phrases which communicate a reluctance to 

commit oneself to an interpretation of the size/quantity

Fairly, in some cases, 

moderate, quite, rather

Reasonably, relatively, some, 

somewhat, to some extent



Results: Causality
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Results: Causality
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Структура Results*

47
* Glasman-Deal, Hilary. Science research writing for non-native 

speakers of English . 2009. p. 137-149.



Discussion/Conclusion
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Modal verbs*

CAN ABLE/CAPABLE 

(He can go home by himself.)

MAY, MIGHT, COULD, CAN POSSIBLE/OPTIONAL 

(He may/might/could/can be at 

home,)

SHOULD, OUGHT TO PROBABLE/LIKELY 

(He should/ought to be home 

soon.)

MUST, HAVE TO VIRTUALLY CERTAIN 

(He must/has to be at home.)

SHOULD, OUGHT TO ADVISABLE 

(He should/ought to go home.)

MUST, NEED TO , HAVE TO NECESSARY (He must/needs 

to/has to go home.)

* Glasman-Deal, Hilary. Science research writing for non-native 

speakers of English . 2009. p. 161-167.



Структура Discussion/Conclusion*

49
* Glasman-Deal, Hilary. Science research writing for non-native 

speakers of English . 2009. p. 186-193.



Структура Abstract

50
* Glasman-Deal, Hilary. Science research writing for non-native 

speakers of English . 2009. p. 217-221.
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